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Nikhil Sharma for Vice President of Warwick Snow 24/25

In the hallowed halls of Rootes F block/7 George Street, where the pursuit of skiing excellence
intertwines with the art of inebriation, I, Nikhil Sharma aka Frik aka Piss Glove, present my
candidature for the exalted position of Vice President of the illustrious Warwick Snow. This essay, a
libation to wit and satire, shall elucidate my quali�cations, aspirations, liver resilience and most
�ttingly, my skiing inaptitude.

It is often argued that the role of the Vice President is laborious, distressing and tiresome. However,
with the assistive kick of Gin Tinnies, Hinge and a Ciggy or two, I deemmyself to be more than
capable of �lling the shoes of our past heroes1. My previous experience can attest, for instance, my work
with establishments such as Toolbox, Warwick Bass Society (Technical Director2) and The Old
Library3, to name a few. With an ever-expanding network of tote-bag wearers, IPA drinkers and Joy O
listeners - you can count on me as a paragon of approachability.

More than ever before, cups will be touched in Terrace Bar, Jubl will be guzzled in Apres, and pubic
hair will be waxed in Charity Circle. Need I mention the magnum opus of Warwick Snow: The Snow
Ball - for which my ideas are cosmic, boundless and compelling, see below:

1. 1920s Jazz Bar— a glass of red and cheese-cracker canapé on entry, accompanied by a live Jazz
Band

2. 1970s Disco - equipped with a sparkling dance floor, disco ball and tunes to get you loose
3. Geordie Shore - lose yourself in the odyssey of sex, alcohol and superficial beef - let’s get tacky!!
4. Toolbox Pres Theme

On account of my magnitudinous adoration, undying commitment and blazing dedication to
Warwick Snow; no title nor label, hell even ‘Vice President’, can encapsulate the erotic infatuation I
have with this society. Conclusively, vote for Nik.

Here’s to us,
Nikhil Sharma

3 Tall, Samuel “i_am_not_at_old_lib”. November 2023, https://www.instagram.com/i_am_not_at_old_lib/
2 So technical, So directorial
1 Alex Pennington🤣😂


